
President (Simon) - Each VP is expected to attend at least 2 social committee
meetings

- Alternate online and in-person exec meetings

First-Year Rep
(Daniela)

- PAPMSS x BGINS first year event: update
- First year frenzy!!
- Look over dates
- Spread out events
- Keep in mind budget
- Maybe we do a trivia night and make that a tradition

- PAPMSS first year lecture drop ins: update
- Papm 2001 drop in?
- Re-imagine idea and get back to everyone <3

- PAPMSS stickers (part of merch options)

Second-Year Rep
(Evan)

- PAPM merch
- HEAVY interest among second years, would like to see

some discussions and planning
- I second this (daniela)

- Social events
- More mixers with professors, social nights on campus

(karaoke, Ollie’s, sports?)
- Gala interest is spiking - would like to see publicity

kicked off once date and location is confirmed (late
January?)

- Academic advising
- Some students had concerns (degree of which is

unknown) that advising wasn’t being helpful in planning
for the winter term

- Not sure what realm PAPMSS falls into in helping
students with this matter (or if this is more an admin
matter?)

- Hoping to sit down with Daniela (late January or Feb?) to talk
mutual interests for events among first and second years for
events (save budget and have a larger audience)

VP Finance (Orhan) -

VP Comms (Sonika
+ Tharani)

- December giveaway
- One person hasn’t responded

- New year post going up this weekend
- Start advertising for the gala? Slowly releasing hints/more info
- Post about merch in the works
- Poll for questions from lower years for winter term? Enough

questions = prep for some advising event



- Post about who to contact for specific issues
- Spotlight posts/takeover

VP Social (Julienne) - Confirmed venue
- Need to put deposit down
- Catering

- They offered us a bar
- Wrist bands

- Many options of food
- Check schedule so muslim ppl don’t have to watch

other ppl eat

VP Academics
(Saiyara + Spyra)

- Upcoming events
- Textbook exchange (Jan 19th)

- Including snacks, hot chocolate station, maybe
music

- Comms team request is up! Prefer by
Sunday/Monday

- Q&A with Upper Years
- Sit around in PAPM lounge and have people

drop in or just do it online?
- Essay-Editing sessions (Not for a while, February)

- Get dates from 1st and 2nd year reps
- Study Sessions

- CASG meeting
- Spyra and I will be taking on a collaborative approach to

CASG meetings this semester, with Spyra attending
meetings because Saiyara has classes

- First meeting January 23rd
Leftover platform goals

- Destressing activities (fun stuff?)
- Collaborating with VP Events for Smash Room

- ECON 1002 study session?
- Monthly study session platform wasn’t really feasible but

maybe doing this might work?

Online Events (looking at platforms!)
- Collaborating with Coms for a mental health awareness week

→ can do any time in the year (“Mental Health Check-In”)
- Creating an anonymous space to discuss prevalent

problems such as imposter syndrome without fear of
judgment

- If that doesn’t work out we can do an anonymous poll
during mental health awareness week



VP Community
Outreach
(Mackenzie)

- Waiting for the latest response from relay for life, I requested a
meeting with the relay for life team to discuss plans

- Possibility to have a team for our program only or collab with
BGINS, we will need to see what they have for teams and what
they still need for assistance with donations, but it would also
be great to have a big social media push for relay for life

- Meeting with Chris, the new interim program director next week
for an alumni event

-this event would be a panel and q and a with alumni of
PAPM and a mixer and open house in the college

-Chris has suggested this be a part of the anniversary of
the 20th graduating cohort of our program and seems
interested in making this a large event likely in late february or
early march

- I am starting to plan the silent auction that has been done in the past
for the gala, so will be creating a google doc which I would like input on
from everyone of businesses they think would be willing to donate or
have connections to that we could ask personally for donation, I am
thinking possibly gift cards, or physical items for donation. These items
could also be put together in gift baskets.

-charity dodgeball tournament is being worked on and will be
collaborated with cusa.
-I am currently working on two risk management forms for my events,
will have them done by tomorrow

Equity (Aneekah)
- Equity Services has reached out to set a date for training

sometime in February
- Will coordinate logistics with them
- Most likely:

- Virtual
- 1-1.5h
- Take place on an “off” week of our meetings?


